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The Maritime Labour Convention 2006: International Labour Law Redefined Oct 27 2019 With the Maritime Labour Convention now in
force (as of August 2013), the shipping industry is faced with a new international convention that has comprehensive implications across all
sectors. This vital text provides timely analysis and thought-provoking essays regarding the Convention’s application and enforcement in
practice. Hailed as the "Seafarer’s Bill of Rights" and the "fourth pillar" of the international regulatory regime for quality shipping, the
Maritime Labour Convention is set to significantly alter the playing field for key stakeholders. This book offers diverse and interesting
commentary in respect of the Convention’s impact on core sectors of the shipping industry, identifying both strengths and weaknesses of the
Convention, as well as potential hurdles that will need to be overcome. Each chapter focuses on a different aspect of the Convention, ranging
from individual rights of the seafarer to challenges of flag State implementation. Special attention is given to enforcement through
examination of the innovative measures provided in the Convention itself, along with discussion of domestic enforcement mechanisms in
certain States. Furthermore, the book evaluates whether the Convention has filled existing gaps in maritime labour law, resolved prior
difficulties or created new problems. This book expertly addresses issues of fundamental importance to national authorities, shipping
professionals and associations, maritime lawyers and academics worldwide. ---In memory of Richard Shaw--Environmental Impact of Ships Mar 13 2021 A comprehensive, global review of the impact ships have on the environment, covering pollutant
discharges, non-pollutant impacts and international legislation.
Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1994: Department of Health and Human
Services, Department of Transportation Dec 22 2021
Coast Guard Shipbuilding Standards Jun 23 2019
The law of the sea Jul 25 2019 For nearly forty years, The law of the sea has been regarded as an authoritative and standard work on the
subject, combining detailed analysis and relevant, practical examples with a clear and engaging style. Completely revised and updated, this
new edition will be a vital resource for anyone with an interest in maritime affairs. The book provides a rigorous analysis of the 1982 UN
Convention on the Law of the Sea and the many other legal instruments that regulate human activities at sea, as well as taking full account of
the numerous decisions of international courts and tribunals in recent years. It also traces the historical background to the law and its broader
political, economic and environmental context. The new edition includes substantially expanded coverage of contemporary threats faced by
the marine environment from human activities, such as the loss of marine biodiversity, the effects of climate change on the oceans and the vast
amounts of plastic polluting the sea. This volume is written by three highly qualified authors, drawing on their extensive experience of
teaching and researching the law of the sea, as well as their practical experience in advising governments and acting as counsel and arbitrators
in international litigation.
Report of the Expert Consultation on Fishing Vessels Operating Under Open Registries and Their Impact on Illegal, Unreported and
Unregulated Fishing Sep 06 2020 The Expert Consultation was convened by FAO with a view to facilitating the implementation of the 2001
FAO International Plan of Action to Deter, Prevent and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing (IPOA-IUU). Experts for this
Consultation were selected because of their experience with open registries and in the field of fisheries. The Experts focused on the effects of
IUU fishing on global fishery resources and on lessons that might be learned from the experiences of flag states that have already implemented
tighter control over the activities of their fishing vessels. Background papers and three case studies from selected open registry countries were
presented.--Publisher's description.
Flag State Responsibility Sep 30 2022 All of these flag States have the right to sail ships flying their flag on the high seas (LOSC Article 90)
; and those ships enjo y the freedom of navigation upon the high seas (LOSC Article 87) . W ith this freedom comes a concomitant duty upon

the flag State to effectively exercise its jurisdiction and control in administrative , technical , social (LOSC Article 94 (1)) and en vironmental
protection (LOSC Article 217) matters over ships flying its flag. 1.2 Flag State Responsibility The absence of any authority over ships sailing
the high seas would lead to chaos. One of the essential adjuncts to the principle of freedom of the seas is that a ship must fly the flag of a
single State and that it is subject to the jurisdiction of that State. (Brown 1994 , p. 287) This opinion of the International Law Commission in
1956 on a draft article of the High Seas Convention (HSC) was a product of its time; a time of traditional maritime States and responsible
long-established shipping companies operating for 3 the most part under the effective maritime administrations of their national flag .
Ship Registration: Law and Practice Jan 11 2021 Ship Registration Law and Practice is fully updated and now entering its third edition. Part
of Lloyd’s Shipping Law Library, it is the most authoritative guide to the theory and practice of ship registration in the most popular
jurisdictions. It contains the reference material needed to submit a vessel for registration at the leading ship registries world-wide, as well as
extracts from key international conventions in this area, a new statistical analysis of the world merchant fleet and Port State control rankings.
International Organizations and the Law of the Sea 1998 Mar 01 2020 Now in its 14th year, the NILOS Documentary Yearbook provides
the reader with an excellent collection of documents related to ocean affairs and the law of the sea, issued each year by organizations, organs
and bodies of the United Nations system. Documents of the UN General Assembly, Meeting of State Parties to the 1982 UN Law of the Sea
Convention, CLCS, ISBA, ITLOS, Follow-Up to the UN Straddling Fish Stocks and Small Island States Conferences, Panama Canal,
ECOSOC, UNEP and UNCTAD are included first, followed by the documents of FAO, IAEA, IMO, UNESCO/IOC. As in the previous
volumes, documents which were issued in the course of 1998 are reproduced, while other relevant documents are listed. The NILOS
Documentary Yearbook has proved to be of invaluable assistance in facilitating access by the community of scholars and practitioners in ocean
affairs and the law of the sea to essential documentation. The entry of the 1992 UN Law of the Sea Convention into force on 16th November
1994 and of the Part XI Agreement on 28 July, 1996, and progress in the implementation of Chapter 17 of Agenda 21, make continuation of
this assistance of particular significance in the years to come. Volume 14 contains Special Report by Editor-in-Chief Barbara Kwiatkowska on
The Law-of-the-Sea-Related Cases in the International Court of Justice During the Presidency of Judge Stephen M. Schwebel (1997-2000). It
explores the unique role of the ICJ as the principal judicial organ of the United Nations in the development of ocean affairs and the law of the
sea, in the context of an ongoing follow-up to the Overall Review and Appraisal of the UNCED Agenda 21. The members of the Yearbook's
Advisory Board are: Judges Abdul Koroma and Shigeru Oda of the ICJ, Judges Thomas Mensah, Dolliver Nelson and Tullio Treves of the
ITLOS, as well as Rosalie Balkin, Edward Brown, Lee Kimball, Bernard Oxman and Shabtai Rosenne.
Economics of Maritime Business Jun 15 2021 This book provides a comprehensive introduction to the economics of the business of
maritime transport. It provides an economic explanation of four aspects of maritime transport, namely, the demand, the supply, the market and
the strategy. The book first explains why seaborne trade happens and what its development trends are; it then analyses the main features of
shipping supply and how various shipping markets function; the book finally addresses the critical strategic issues of the shipping business.
The full range of different types of shipping are covered throughout the chapters and cases. The book combines the basic principles of
maritime transport with the modern shipping business and the latest technological developments, particularly in the area of digital disruption.
The ideas and explanations are supported and evidenced by practical examples and more than 160 tables and figures. The questions posed by
the book are similar to those that would be asked by the students in their learning process or the professionals in the business environment,
with the answers concentrating on the reasons for what has happened and will happen in the future rather than merely fact-telling or any
specific forecast. The book is most suited for students of shipping-related disciplines, and is also a valuable reference for maritime
professionals.
Saving the Oceans Through Law Feb 09 2021 The protection of the marine environment is an important challenge for the international
community. Harrison critically assesses the role of international law, highlighting key developments in treaties and legal rules, but also
pointing to the need for greater coordination and stronger enforcement mechanisms
The Stockholm Declaration and Law of the Marine Environment Dec 30 2019 This collection of essays commemorates the Thirtieth
Anniversary of the 1972 Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment. The opening presentation is by the distinguished former Foreign
Minister of Sweden, Dr. Hans Blix, a primary author of the Stockholm Declaration. A second keynote abstract is by Professor Bjorn Lomborg,
the renowned author of The Skeptical Environmentalist. The third keynote essay is by the United Nations Under Secretary-General of Legal
Affairs, Hans Correl. The remainder of the volume includes contributions by six judges from the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea,
the Secretary-General of the International Seabed Authority, senior representatives from the Food and Agriculture Organization, International
Maritime Organization, World Bank, Swedish Foreign Ministry and United States Department of State along with 25 professors and
environmental law experts from 15 countries. The collection provides a comprehensive, in-depth review of the historic achievement as well as
current relevance of the 1972 Stockholm Declaration as a landmark achievement in international environmental law.
Maritime Power and the Law of the Sea Jan 23 2022 And international law to directly challenge unimpeded access to coastal areas, with
profound implications for American grand strategy and world politics. Readership: Students (undergraduate and graduate) studying and
professionals practicing maritime law, international law and international politics.
Law, Technology and Science for Oceans in Globalisation May 15 2021 This book addresses emerging challenges for the World Ocean in
the Anthropocene epoch, exploring issues of illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing, illegal oil spills from ships, marine genetic resources
and bioprospecting, and the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles.
Guidelines for Flag State Inspections Under the Maritime Labour Convention, 2006 Jul 29 2022 The texts of the Guidelines for flag State
inspections under the Maritime Labour Convention, 2006 and Guidelines for port State control officers carrying out inspections under the
Maritime Labour Convention, 2006 are to be submitted to the 303rd Session (November 2008) of the ILO Governing Body which is expected
to take a decision on its publication.
Flag State Responsibility Jun 27 2022 All of these flag States have the right to sail ships flying their flag on the high seas (LOSC Article 90) ;
and those ships enjo y the freedom of navigation upon the high seas (LOSC Article 87) . W ith this freedom comes a concomitant duty upon
the flag State to effectively exercise its jurisdiction and control in administrative , technical , social (LOSC Article 94 (1)) and en vironmental
protection (LOSC Article 217) matters over ships flying its flag. 1.2 Flag State Responsibility The absence of any authority over ships sailing
the high seas would lead to chaos. One of the essential adjuncts to the principle of freedom of the seas is that a ship must fly the flag of a
single State and that it is subject to the jurisdiction of that State. (Brown 1994 , p. 287) This opinion of the International Law Commission in
1956 on a draft article of the High Seas Convention (HSC) was a product of its time; a time of traditional maritime States and responsible
long-established shipping companies operating for 3 the most part under the effective maritime administrations of their national flag .
Flag State Implementation Nov 01 2022
UNCLOS 1982 Commentary Jul 05 2020 This Supplement to the seven-volume series United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
1982, A Commentary, prepared at the University of Virginia’s Center for Oceans Law and Policy, contains additional primary documents and

materials directly related to the Convention.
Guidelines for the Implementation of MARPOL Jul 17 2021 The Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) of IMO, at its sixtysecond session in July 2011, adopted the Revised MARPOL Annex V, concerning Regulations for the prevention of pollution by garbage from
ships, which enters into force on 1 January 2013. The associated guidelines which assist States and industry in the implementation of
MARPOL Annex V have been reviewed and updated and two Guidelines were adopted in March 2012 at MEPC's sixty-third session. The
2012 edition of this publication contains: the 2012 Guidelines for the implementation of MARPOL Annex V (resolution MEPC.219(63)); the
2012 Guidelines for the development of garbage management plans (resolution MEPC.220(63)); and the Revised MARPOL Annex V
(resolution MEPC.201(62)).
Procedures for Port State Control 2019 Sep 18 2021 This publication provides guidance to port State control officers (PSCOs) on the conduct
of inspections of foreign ships, in order to promote consistency in the way inspections are carried out worldwide, and to harmonize the criteria
for deciding on deficiencies found on board relating to the ship, its equipment or its crew, as well as the application of procedures.
Obligations and Control of Flag States May 27 2022 This study gives an overview of the obligations of flag States and the control of their
compliance with such obligations. It outlines the main obligations as to maritime safety and security as well as marine pollution prevention
under international as well as European law and shows the still existing enforcement deficits vis-a-vis non-complying flag States as well as
substandard ships. Some of the main developments to counter these deficits such as the Voluntary Member State Audit Scheme on the IMO
level or the Third Maritime Safety Package on the EU level are taken into account.
International Organizations and the Law of the Sea 1999 Apr 25 2022 Now in its 17th year, the NILOS Documentary Yearbook provides
the reader with an excellent collection of documents related to ocean affairs and the law of the sea, issued each year by organizations, organs
and bodies of the United Nations system. Documents of the UN General Assembly and Security Council, Meeting of States Parties to the UN
Law of the Sea Convention, CLCS, ISBA, ITLOS, Follow-ups to the UN Fish Stocks and Small Island States Conferences, WSSD, ECOSOC,
UNEP and UNCTAD are reproduced first, followed by the documents of FAO, IAEA, IMO and NESCO/IOC. As in the previous volumes,
documents which were issued in the course of 2001 are reproduced while other relevant documents are listed. The NILOS Documentary
Yearbook has proved to be of invaluable assistance in facilitating access of the international community of scholars and practitioners in ocean
affairs and the law of the sea to essential documentation. The entry of the 1982 UN Law of the Sea Convention into force in 1994 and of the
Part XI Agreement in 1996, as well as of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement in 2001, coupled with the review of the UNCED Agenda 21 the 2002
Johannesburg World Summit, make continuation of this assistance of particular significance in the years to come. The members of the
Yearbook's Advisory Board are: Judges Abdul Koroma and Shigeru Oda of the ICJ, UNDOALOS Director Mrs. Annick de Marffy, ITLOS
President Dolliver Nelson and Judges Thomas Mensah and Tullio Treves, as well as Rosalie Balkin, Edward Brown, Bernard Oxman and
Shabtai Rosenne.
Report on Port and Shipping Safety and Environmental Protection Nov 08 2020
Routledge Handbook of Maritime Regulation and Enforcement Sep 26 2019 With advances in technology and maritime transport, human
use of the ocean now extends beyond the traditional activities of navigation and fishing. Emerging activities such as bioprospecting, deep
seabed mineral and hydrocarbon exploration and exploitation, offshore renewable energy developments and marine scientific probes of deep
sea areas challenge the applicability of maritime law and policy in new ways. This handbook examines current regulatory and enforcement
instruments and mechanisms for different sectors of maritime activity. Covering various jurisdictions, its specially commissioned chapters are
authored by some of the world’s foremost authorities on maritime law, and offer unique perspectives on maritime law, policy and practice.
This highly relevant collection is organised into four parts: • International Law Considerations in Maritime Regulation and Enforcement • Role
of States and other International Actors in Maritime Regulation and Enforcement • Regulation and Enforcement in Different Maritime Sectors
• Current Issues and Future Challenges This comprehensive reference work will be of interest to scholars and students of maritime law,
practitioners and non-lawyers interested in the regulation of offshore areas, as well as policy-makers.
Current Maritime Issues and the International Maritime Organization Aug 30 2022 In "Current Maritime Issues and the International
Maritime Organization," leading experts thoughtfully consider the most pressing issues confronting the International Maritime Organization,
as the IMO celebrates its fiftieth anniversary. The papers in this publication were originally presented at the Twenty-Third Annual Seminar of
the Center for Oceans Law and Policy (COLP), University of Virginia School of Law, an event co-hosted with the IMO in January, 1999, at its
headquarters in London. Subjects covered were maritime safety, marine environmental protection, flag State implementation and port State
control, IMO's interface with the Law of the Sea Convention, IMO Legal Committee work, and broader questions of IMO regulations and
oceans policy. "Current Maritime Issues and the International Maritime Organization" also includes keynote papers by Sir Robert Jennings, the
distinguished former President of the International Court of Justice; Ms Glenda Jackson, the United Kingdom Under-Secretary of State and
Minister of Shipping; and Ambassador Satya N. Nandan, the Secretary-General of the International Seabed Authority.
International Organizations and the Law of the Sea Aug 06 2020 Now in its 12th year, the "NILOS Documentary Yearbook" provides the
reader with an excellent collection of documents related to ocean affairs and the law of the sea, issued each year by organizations, organs and
bodies of the United Nations system. Documents of the UN General Assembly, Meeting of State Parties to the 1982 UN Law of the Sea
Convention, ISBA, ITLOS, Follow-Up to the UN Straddling Fish Stocks and Small Island States Conferences, Panama Canal, ECOSOC,
UNEP and UNCTAD are included first, followed by the documents of FAO, IAEA, IMO, UNESCO/IOC. As in the previous volumes,
documents which were issued in the course of 1996 are reproduced, while other relevant documents are listed. The "NILOS Documentary
Yearbook" has proved to be of invaluable assistance in facilitating access by the community of scholars and practitioners in ocean affairs and
the law of the sea to essential documentation. The entry of the 1992 UN Law of the Sea Convention into force on 16th November 1994 and of
the Part XI Agreement - on 28 July 1996, and progress in the implementation of Chapter 17 of Agenda 21, make continuation of this
assistance of particular significance in the years to come. The members of the "Yearbook"'s Advisory Board are: Judges Abdul Koroma and
Shigeru Oda of the ICJ, Judges Thomas Mensah, Dolliver Nelson and Tullio Treves of the ITLOS, as well as Rosalie Balkin, Edward Brown,
Lee Kimball, Bernard Oxman and Shabtai Rosenne.
Non-Flag State Enforcement in High Seas Fisheries Mar 25 2022 This book is the first comprehensive examination of state practice relating to
enforcement by non-flag states of the high seas conservation and management measures adopted by Regional Fisheries Organisations. It
demonstrates that an exception is emerging in customary international law to the rule of the primacy of flag state jurisdiction in the high seas
fisheries context.
Oil Spills First Principles Oct 08 2020 Marine oil spills are no longer considered unavoidable "accidents" resulting from adverse
environmental conditions or functions of catastrophic events. More than 80% of all spills are the result of "human error". The focus of the
current legal, regulatory, and convention framework affecting the transportation of oil by ship reflects a recent change in public attitude, in
which there is an insistence upon protection of the world¿s marine environments, particularly coastal ecosystems. The outcome of such global

attention is the creation of significant legal and political motivators for a cultural shift by the oil shipping industry, from an "evasion culture"
to a "safety culture". The new safety culture connotes continuous improvement in ship operations and a willingness to adopt the evolving
concepts of communication at all levels, better trained and qualified personnel on board ship, emphasis of safety from top down, and proactive
institution of safety management systems. Mere compliance with international and national laws is no longer sufficient for future sustainable
shipping. These changes and advancements in understanding the science and engineering of oil spills are the focus of this book on Oil Spills
First Principles. They are Prevention, based upon adoption of the safety culture, and Best Response, utilizing scientific, technical and
environmental data and information. Over the past 30 years, billions of US dollars have been spent in R&D planning, response and clean up of
oil spills. All of these efforts have focused on achieving Best Response. The concept of time periods of "Technology Windows-ofOpportunity" for a given response and clean up technology has developed from the leadership and wisdom of researchers and responders from
many nations using modeling of the weathering of spilled oil and technology effectiveness. The Windows-of-Opportunity strategy provides a
scientific basis for policy and decision-making in oil spill planning, response, and training. A global paradigm shift is needed to more
effectively utilize and expedite the application of lessons learned in both prevention and clean up. Recognition of economic, political, and
legal benefits accruing from environmental protection is good for business and critical for sustainable shipping.
Unconventional Lawmaking in the Law of the Sea Jun 03 2020 Unconventional Lawmaking in the Law of the Sea explores the ways that
actors operating at the international level develop standards of behaviour to regulate varied maritime activities beyond traditional lawmaking.
Other than conventions and customary international law, there is a plethora of international agreements that influence international conduct.
This 'soft law' or 'informal law' is now prolific in ocean governance, and so it is time to consider its significance for the law of the sea. This
monograph brings together woman law-of-the-sea scholars with expertise in specific areas of the law of the sea, as well as international law
more generally. Informal lawmaking is examined in relation to ocean resources, maritime security, shipping and navigation, and the marine
environment. In each instance, there are reflections on the diverse actors, processes, and outputs shaping the regulation of the oceans. The
analyses in this book further consider what this activity means within the rules on the sources, formation, and interpretation of international
law. The growing reliance on informal agreements to fill legal gaps provides quick responses to pressing matters. We must assess and
understand these new forms of cooperation in order to influence existing treaties or customary international law. Unconventional Lawmaking
in the Law of the Sea surveys the scope of informal lawmaking in the law of the sea and evaluates the significance of this activity for the UN
Convention on the Law of the Sea, as well as for ocean governance more broadly, now and in the future.
Order for the Oceans at the Turn of the Century May 03 2020 This book is a state-of-the-art report on ocean law and politics today, written by
40 contributors from six continents. At this important early stage of implementation of the Law of the Sea Convention, this book assesses
where we have been going in the past decade and charts the way ahead. Implementation of the Convention - from the perspective of interaction
of politics and law - is the unifying theme of the book. Under this, three basic aspects have emerged as crucial during the 1990s: (1) evolution
of new regimes; (2) institutionalisation; and (3) new patterns of participation. These are explored systematically in sections on: the
Convention, its implementing agreements and related international institutions (Parts I and II); interaction of law of the sea with other regimes,
including those for polar regions (Parts III and IV); the various levels (international, national and transnational) and actors involved in the
implementation of the Convention (Part V); and a number of salient issues in implementation today (Part VI).
Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1994 Nov 20 2021
Implementation of the Marine Plastic Pollution Research and Control Act Apr 13 2021
Port State Control Feb 21 2022 Port State Control, Second Edition is a comprehensive publication dealing with the full implications and
regulations of port State control. It provides a detailed analysis of the legal framework relating to port State control, including the most recent
developments in this area. It covers not only the regional agreements on port State control and the EU legislation on this subject but also the
background of the port State control process, its implications in practice and its effect on the ISM Code and the classification societies. The
book covers topics such as: Amendments and changes to the regional port state control systems The addition of an appeal procedure to the
Paris MOU Issues related to the ports of refuge and the urgency for authorities to draw up appropriate plans for places of refuge following the
recent incidents The ISPS Code for maritime security in the light of newly recognised vulnerability against terrorist attacks Update to Equasis
Progress with Qualship regime under US Port State Control system. This book will be an invaluable reference tool for shipping lawyers
around the world.
Technology and Human Aspects of Maritime Efficiency and Safety Apr 01 2020
Autonomous Ships and the Law Nov 28 2019 Interest in autonomous ships has grown exponentially over the past few years. Whereas a few
years ago, the prospect of unmanned and autonomous vessels sailing on the seas was considered unrealistic, the debate now centers on when
and in what format and pace the development will take place. Law has a key role to play in this development and legal obstacles are often
singled out as principal barriers to the rapid introduction of new technologies in shipping. Within a few years, autonomous ships have turned
from a non-issue to one of the main regulatory topics being addressed by the International Maritime Organization. However, the regulatory
discussion is still in its infancy, and while many new questions have been raised, few answers have been provided to them to date. Increased
automation of tasks that have traditionally been undertaken by ships' crews raises interesting legal questions across the whole spectrum of
maritime law. The first of its kind, this book explores the issue of autonomous ships from a wide range of legal perspectives, including both
private law and public law at international and national level, making available cutting-edge research which will be of significant interest to
researchers in maritime law.
European Union Maritime Safety Policy and International Law Aug 18 2021 This book offers a comprehensive international law analysis
of the European Uniona (TM)s maritime safety legislation. This is a relatively novel field of activity of the EU, but its development has been
very rapid. Since 1993, over 40 acts of EU law have been adopted, dealing with a variety of subjects, such as port State control, classification
societies, vessel traffic management, ship construction, environmental protection and pollution sanctions. This legislation is analysed from the
point of international law, notably the law of the sea and the international maritime conventions. Regional legislation in a field that is
traditionally regulated primarily by means of international conventions is bound to create tensions with the related international conventions
and with well-established principles of international law. This study assesses how the EU has acted as a flag State, port State and coastal State
and measures the trends in this development against the international legal framework. More detailed legal analyses are offered for specific
aspects of EU legislation that are considered to be particularly interesting from an international law point of view. The relationship between
EU law and international law within the internal EU legal system is also analysed from the specific perspective of maritime safety law.
The Maritime Labour Convention, 2006 Oct 20 2021 This volume provides a detailed legal analysis of the fourth pillar of the international
maritime regulatory regime, the comprehensive Maritime Labour Convention, 2006, and its provisions to achieve decent work for seafarers
and a level playing field for shipowners.
International Maritime Security Law Aug 25 2019 International Maritime Security Law, by James Kraska and Raul Pedrozo, defines an

emerging interdisciplinary field of law and policy comprised of norms, legal regimes, and rules to address today's hybrid threats to the global
order of the oceans
22nd SESSION 2001 (Resolution 902 - 935) Jan 29 2020
Farthing on International Shipping Dec 10 2020 The book provides an introduction to shipping in all its aspects. It is a valuable source of
information for students of traditional maritime law as well as for those who seek to understand maritime and shipping services on a global
scale. The text includes information and analytical content on national and international practices in shipping, including the age-old dichotomy
between freedom in international shipping and the persistent demands of states to control specific maritime areas, as well as the tension
between, on the one hand, the desire on the part of sovereign states to regulate and protect their shipping interests and, on the other, the abiding
concern and unquestioned right of the international community to regulate the global shipping industry effectively, in order to ensure maritime
safety, protection of the environment and fair competition.
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